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HOW TO LEARN
-

Study the Element carefully.

-

Give written answers to all the questions in the Element.
This will help you not only to learn, but also to apply
the knowledge in your work at a later stage.

-

After studying the Element on your own, discuss it with
your instructor and your colleagues, then take part in
the practical exercises organised by your instructor.

TRAINER'S NOTES
are available for this Element. See the Trainer's Manual.

Thomas is the manager of the
Ilangu Co-operative shop,
and Betty is one of the
assistants.
Thomas is busy in the office
when Betty enters.

"I just sold the last packet of soap," she tells him.
"Are you sure there isn't another box of soap in the storeroom?" he replies.
"I can't find any."
"Well, then I'd better go and get some. Any other goods we
need?"
Thomas prepared an order form and went to the wholesaler.
A few hours later he returned with two boxes of soap and
some other goods.
"Good you are back. Three customers have asked for soap
while you were away," said Betty.
"Don't worry, they'll come back," said Thomas.
"I don't think so," said Betty. "They went to Watson's
Grocery Store - they never run out of stock, you know."
Thomas felt a bit ashamed. It had happened too often lately
that goods were out of stock in his shop, and the customers
had to go elsewhere. As a matter of fact, the shop inspector had told him that something was wrong with his ordering
system.
Yes, maybe he was right. Thomas decided to do something
about it.

Maybe the

of the problem was with the suppliers, the

cause

wholesalers?

Could they be blamed for Thomas' problems?

For a retailer it is very important to have good, dependable
suppliers of goods. In many places the choice may be very
limited, because the Government has given the sole

right of

wholesaling to some national trading companies, or there
may be a co-operative wholesale society

which serves all

co-operative shops.
In Thomas' case, he actually had a choice. There were several wholesalers operating at Ilangu.

The Bottling Company,

the Dairy and the Textile Company were the sole distributors
of their products, but there were several suppliers to choose
between for the supply of groceries and hardware.
When Ilangu Co-operative opened some time ago,

Thomas had

checked the stock range of all the wholesalers. Three of
them stocked most of the goods he needed; Milton's Wholesale Company, Ruta Brothers and the Southern Trading Company.
Thomas wanted Ilangu Co-operative to become a regular custoomer of

one

of these companies, because regular customers

normally receive better service than the occasional customer.
For instance, as a regular he could expect priority and a
fair supply in case of shortages.
Ruta Brothers was the smallest company

of the

three. Their

prices were sometimes a little lower. Thomas had ordered
some goods from them, but

had to

stop because they could not

deliver what he had ordered.
Milton's and Southern Traders were charging about the same
prices.

Southern Traders offered a to discount on orders

above T$25,000.*

Milton's gave no discount, but offered
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delivery free of charge to . the shop once a week. Thomas
found the free delivery more valuable than the 1% discount.
He seldom purchased quantities large enough to benefit from
the discount, anyhow.
Milton's were known to keep their promises and to deal with
complaints in a fair way. Further, they offered good payment conditions - 10 days to pay the invoices. So Thomas
and his committee had decided that Milton's Wholesale Company was the best supplier for Ilangu Co-operative. So far
he had not had any reason to regret that decision. No, Milton's could not be blamed for the "out-of-stock problems"
in Thomas' shop, there must be another reason.

"You should have fixed days for preparing the orders and receiving the goods," - this was one of the remarks of the shop
inspector when he talked to Thomas about his ordering system.
"And make full use of Milton's free delivery service once a
week instead of going there yourself to pick up goods time
after time. A good ordering system will help you to avoid
mistakes and you will save time and become more efficient."
Thomas decided to take the advice of the inspector. He agreed
with Milton's Wholesale Company that he would send them. his
order every Tuesday , and the goods should be delivered the
following Thursday.
But what about the other suppliers like the Bottling Company
and the Dairy? Thomas understood that he ought to order regularly, but he had some difficulties to decide at what intervals .
The Ilangu Co-operative usually sold soft drinks for about
T$4,000 a month. First Thomas thought that he should prepare
just one large order every month. Then transport would be
cheaper, and they would also get a special bonus because they
ordered so much at a time.
Then Thomas realised that there were some disadvantages, too.
It would be very difficult to accommodate so many bottles in
the shop,there would hardly be any space left for other goods.
And it would not be easy to predict which types of drinks
would be sold during a whole month so some might be finished
and he would have to send in extra orders anyway. Thomas was
also afraid that the bottles might become very dusty or some
even damaged when stored such a long time. But the main disadvantage which made him give up the idea concerned the use
of the available capital .

-

If soft drinks were ordered once a month only, the co-operative society would have to pay some T$4,000 to get a sufficient
stock. They could not afford that unless they reduced pur chases of other good s. The stock range would be decreased
and so would the sales. Thomas compared the two alternatives:
monthly and weekly purchases.

The gross surplus earned on the T$4,000 invested in stock
would be four times higher if the stock was turned four
times a month instead of just one.
So Thomas decided to start ordering soft drinks weekly. In
general it would be practical and economical to order most
goods once a week . Only fresh food would need to be ordered
more often in order not to deteriorate.
At places where transport is very expensive, it might be
necessary for the smaller shops to order less often, maybe
once or twice a month only.
It may also be a good idea to
find out if transports, and thus the transport costs, could
be shared with some other shops.
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With the new system of regular ordering on fixed days,
Thomas had to remember two
things only:
-

to prepare orders every
Tuesday,

-

to order the right quantities, so that nothing
would run out of stock.

We shall soon see how he
managed to do that.

Thomas had decided to order groceries once a week, and he
was now determined to avoid any "out-of-stocks" in the
future.
On Tuesday morning - order day - there were some 20 tins of
margarine left in stock. If Thomas ordered more margarine
now, he would get it on Thursday, but by then he would certainly still have plenty of margarine left of the old stock.

Thomas thought that 20 tins
were quite a lot, so he did
not order any margarine.

On Saturday the stock was
exhausted.
He had to explain
the shortage to the customers.

Next Tuesday he did not forget to order margarine.

But he did not receive the
new stock until the following
Thursday. Almost a week without any margarine in the shop!

Thomas realised that he should definitely have ordered margarine when there were only 20 tins left. He simply had miscalculated the sales and the long time until the next order
day.
Let us help Thomas to properly calculate the order.
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To determine the re-order level
Today is order day, Tuesday 6 July. The question is:
should Thomas order margarine or not?

If he orders now, he will get the delivery on Thursday 8
July.
If he decides not to order anything this week, he will get
another opportunity on Tuesday next week. Then he will receive the margarine on Thursday 15 July.
So, if Thomas does not order today, the present stock of
margarine must last from today until 15 July. This is one
and a half weeks.
To make the correct decision, Thomas needs to know two
things. The first one is easy to find out: how many tins
are there in stock today? Thomas counts. There are 30 tins.
The second one is more difficult: how many tins will be
sold during the next one and a half weeks? Margarine is a
rather common item, requested by several customers every
day. Thomas tries to estimate - well, in a week they may
sell 30, sometimes as much as 40 tins.
That means in one and a half weeks - the time until the
next delivery day - they may be able to sell at most 60 tins.
60 is the smallest number of tins Thomas needs to have in
stock today, if he is to postpone the ordering and yet be
sure not to run out of stock. 60 is "the minimum safe stock
level" for one and a half weeks.
If
We can say that 60 is the re-order level for margarine.
the stock is below this level we must order. If the stock
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is above this level, we need not order anything this time,
we can wait until the next order day.
Thomas has only 30 tins of margarine in stock, and the reorder level is 60. He has to order some more today.
The re-order level is a very useful figure. It helps us to
quickly see if we need to order any more goods, or if we can
postpone the ordering until next ordering day.
Thomas has to determine the re-order levels for all the goods
he keeps in stock. Betty, the shop attendant, helps him.
"We might sell as much as 30
tins of coffee during one and
a half weeks. And some 100
small packets of tea."
In this way they go through
the stock list and determine
the re-order levels for all
the various commodities in
the shop.

They try not to overestimate how much they will be able to
sell. But when they do not know for sure, they add a little,
because they want to make sure that nothing runs out of stock.

Thomas notes the re-order levels for all goods in a special
book. More about this later.

Again it was Tuesday morning. In the Ilangu shop, Thomas
prepared the weekly grocery order. The stock of wheat flour
was some 30 kg. It was just enough for a few days' sale,
so he had to order more. How much should he order?
The re-order level for wheat flour is 90 kg. If there had
been at least 90 kg in stock, there had been no need to
order anything now. Thomas could have postponed ordering
until next week, without risk of running out of flour.
But now he actually had a stock of 30 kg only. It was 60 kg
less than the level of 90 kg. Therefore Thomas should order
at least 60 kg.

Thomas needed to order 60 kg of wheat flour. At Milton's
Wholesale Company they sold wheat flour in bulk packages
of 20 kg. So Thomas ordered 3 such packages.
Suppose there had been 40 kg of flour left in stock. In
that case Thomas should have ordered 50 kg only.
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50 kg of wheat flour is 2 1/2 bulk packages. But Milton's
sell only full packages. Thomas must choose to buy either
two or three packages, that is 40 or 60 kg of flour.
If Thomas had needed just 41 or 42 kg he could have taken
a chance and bought only 2 packages = 40 kg. But since he
needs 50 kg he is likely to run out of stock unless he buys
3 packages = 60 kg. It is better to be on the safe side,
particularly when ordering an item which the customers are
not willing to wait for.
To order the right quantity of a commodity, we need to know
two things:
-

What is the smallest quantity we need to order?

-

What is the content of one bulk package?

Irregular supply
Thomas was very careful to prepare the order every Tuesday
morning.
He checked all the stock and compared it with the
re-order levels.
Yet, one day Ilangu Co-operative ran out
of sugar.
This was due to a general shortage in the region, sugar was
simply not available at the wholesalers. A month passed before there was again any sugar.
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Thomas could have avoided running out of stock if he had
ordered the sugar earlier, and if he had ordered a quantity
large enough to last the whole month.
Last month there had been a shortage of cooking oil and
Who knows what goods will be out of stock at
detergent.
the wholesale depot next month, Thomas thought. If he was
to avoid any more shortages of this kind, his stock would
need to be increased enormously. The co-operative would
become more like a godown than a shop. And Ilangu Cooperative had neither the space nor the money for that.
But Thomas realised that certain goods were more important
than others, e.g. salt, sugar, kerosene and matches. They
were used almost daily by most members, and there were no
substitutes for them in case of a shortage. Therefore
Thomas decided to lay in an extra stock (a "buffer stock")
of these essential items. Thus he would probably be able
to avoid the shortages which were most irritating to the
members.
On pages 10 - 11 we learned how Thomas calculated the reorder levels for all the goods in his shop. In order to
form buffer stocks Thomas should now simply increase the re order levels for these essential goods. For instance, if
he doubled the re-order level for salt, he would always
have a buffer stock of salt that would last for one extra
period in case the supplier suddenly ran out of stock.

Thomas has now developed a system for his ordering. These
are the corner-stones of the system
-

He orders goods at regular intervals
for groceries).

-

He has a fi xed order day ( Tuesday for groceries).

-

He has fixed re-order level s for all goods.

( e.g. once a week

The actual preparation of the order every Tuesday morning
seemed to involve a lot of work. For each commodity, Thomas
had to:
-

check the actual stock;

-

calculate how much he needed to re-order, if anything;

-

translate this quantity into a number of bulk-packages.

As Thomas feared that this work would take too much of his
time, he soon found a technique that made the weekly ordering run smoothly.
A stock li st
First of all Thomas decided
he needed a list of all the
goods sold in the shop. That
would help him not to forget
anything when preparing the
order.

Some wholesalers print special catalogues of all the goods
they sell, or even special order forms, which can be used
by the retailers.
Unfortunately, there was no such suitable
list from Milton's, so Thomas had to make up his own.
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Thomas already had a price list for his complete assortment.
For practical reasons he decided to use the same list for
his ordering work, with only minor additions.
In this list the various goods were grouped together in a
Tinned food of all kinds were written on one
logical way.
page, bread and biscuits on another, spices on a third,
cereals on a fourth, cleaning material on a fifth, and so
It was very easy for Thomas and his assistant to look
on.
up any article in the list quickly.
All the pages were kept in a sturdy ring-binder, and the
lists were filled in with pencil. This made it possible
to change prices and other information when needed, and any
page could be completely re-written and exchanged if there
were too many chances.
Here is a sample page from the stock list:
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All the information Thomas needs for ordering can be found
in the columns "Item", "Bulk quantity" and "Re-order level".
The other columns contain information which Thomas will need
later on, when receiving the goods.
Usually Thomas had to order full bulk packages, as the wholesaler did not agree to split the cartons, boxes, bags, drums,
etc., and this also made the handling of the goods easier for
Thomas. But to be able to order, he had to know the content
of one bulk package, that is the reason for the column "Bulk
quantity".
In some cases Thomas could buy less than a whole
bulk package.
He indicated this by brackets.
In the next column Thomas noted the re-order levels for all
items. He based the figures on his and Betty's experience
of what they used to sell, and he also looked up old orders
and invoices. He remembered to double the figures for those
selected, essential items of which he wanted a buffer stock.
of course he did not get all the figures right in the beginning, but he soon was able to correct his mistakes.

If the stock of a certain
commodity was still above
the re-order level after
many weeks, the figure was
probably too high ....

. ... on the other hand, if
an item was finished before
the next delivery day, the
re-order level was probably
too low.
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The stock check
The stock list proved to be a very useful tool for Thomas'
ordering. With the list in his hand he went around the
shop every Tuesday morning and checked the actual stock of
each commodity. Was there enough stock for the coming
period, or should he order more?
"The re-order level for the small tins of Bong margarine is
20," Thomas read in the stock list. A quick glance at the
shelf told him that there were more than 20 tins left: no
need to order any more.
Of the 500 g tins, there were only 8 tins left. The reorder level was 15 tins, so he should order 7 (15-8=7).
But in the stock list he could also see that the smallest
quantity he could order was 18, the content of one carton.
So Thomas noted to order one carton of 500 g Bong margarine.

For the stock check to run smoothly, it is important to have
All goods should be easy to find
a well-arranged display.
and to count. Therefore, in the Ilangu Co-operative shop:
-

the goods were displayed in commodity groups - the same
groups as in the stock list;

-

every commodity had its fixed place;
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-

if possible, every commodity was displayed at one place
only;

-

the packets and tins were displayed in neat rows on the
shelves.

When Thomas had finished the stock check in the sales room,
he went to the storeroom. He had to make sure that none of
the goods he intended to order were still there.
Checking the goods in the
storeroom was also easy,
because Thomas kept it in
good order.
Most of the
goods were in the selling
area anyhow, displayed on
the shelves.
Only a few
sealed cartons and bags
were in the storeroom and
the content was clearly
written on them.

The or der
Only one thing remained to be done - to send the order to
Milton's the same day, so that they could prepare the consignment for delivery on Thursday, as agreed.
In some areas, orders are placed by telephone or by mail.
Thomas had a special and very dependable arrangement: he
sent the order with one of Milton's drivers who happened to
pass the shop every Tuesday on his way back to the depot.
Of course, Thomas kept a carbon copy of the order form.
He would need it on Thursday,
to check if he received what
he had ordered.
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After some weeks Thomas got used to his new, improved ordering system, and the whole procedure of checking the stock
and calculating how much to order did not take him much time
at all.
Thomas used this system when ordering the groceries and the
most common non-food articles from his main supplier Milton's.
But he found that he could use the same technique when ordering from other suppliers. He just had to calculate the reorder levels according to the intervals between orders, and
the delivery times.
Thomas found that it was much
easier to manage the shop
with the new ordering system.
The "out-of-stock" situations
became very rare. There was
no need for him any more to
run down to Milton's now and
again to pick up missing
goods; he could stay in the
shop where he was needed.

The members noticed this, and they were also happy to see
that the shop had more goods to offer than before. It was
all a result of the new ordering system. It helped Thomas
to use the working capital in a more effective way, and to
keep his stock "under control".

Thomas' new ordering system was very practical for all commodities which were sold throughout the year. But it did
not work in a situation like the following:
Every year when the farming
season began, people came to
the Ilangu Co-operative to
buy seeds and fertilizers for
their vegetable gardens.
For
a couple of weeks they bought
also quite a lot of garden
implements. When the season
was over nobody wanted these
things until next year.

Goods that
be kept in
the season
be left in

are bought on certain occasions only should not
stock all year. They should be available when
begins, and as little as possible of them should
stock when it is over.

Thomas kept a calendar in
which he marked all the occasions when they sold seasona l
goods. And he also marked
the dates when he should
order them, as a reminder.

When it was time for ordering, Thomas consulted his calendar
for the previous year. There he had made some sales notes.
For example, he could see that he had sold 48 small bags of
vegetable seeds, and 98 bags of fertilizer last year. This
information was useful to him when ordering the same commodities again.
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Another method which could be used in similar situations is
to ask the customers to order in advance. This is especially
recommended for expensive goods. Also, to avoid non-serious
orders, it is advisable to ask the customers to pay part of
the price in advance.

The people in Ilangu had their special traditions as to the
harvest season, celebration of certain holidays, and so on.
on such occasions they would buy certain goods in larger
quantities than usual. Although the re-order levels in
Thomas' stock list included the highest expected sale, such
occasional increases in demand were not included. Instead,
Thomas had noted foreseeable occasional demands in his calendar, so that he would remember in time to order some extra
goods.

To be on the safe side, Ilangu Co-operative kept a buffer
stock of the most important commodities, as we mentioned on
page 14.
But what should they do when other goods at times
were not available at the wholesaler?
"I would like a small tin of
Bong margarine, please."
"Sorry, Mrs. Saluli. We
didn't get any small tins
this week.
But we have
small tins of Solo Fat, and
we have Bong in big tins."
"Then I will take a small
tin of Solo Fat."

As soon as Thomas learned that a commodity was out of stock
at the wholesaler, he tried to find something else in his
stock to offer his customers instead. If there were simila
goods for sale in the shop, he could expect to sell a littl
more of them than usual. So he did not forget to order a
little extra.
However, it would be risky to replace the missing goods by
something they normally did not sell in the Ilangu shop.
For example, the Ilangu shop
always carried only one brand
of tea, the popular White
Star Tea.
Once, when it was
not available, Thomas decided
to replace it by ordering
Green Special Tea.
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But the customers did not like this tea as
usual brand, so they bought less. And when
White Star again, nobody wanted to buy the
Thus the Ilangu shop had a stock of
more.
difficult to sell.

much as their
they could get
Green Special any
tea that was very

When there is a general scarcity of goods, one might sometimes feel tempted to order whatever goods are available just to get something to put on the shelves.
This could be a very serious mistake. The shop may become
filled with goods that few customers want to buy. And when
the needed goods are available again at the wholesaler,
there might be no money left to buy them, because all the
money has been invested in the "dead stock" still on the
shelves.
Therefore, it is usually better to wait for goods that are
temporarily out of stock, than to substitute them by things
which are normally not included in the stock range.

Here is a summary of this booklet. It will help you to review the content.
Read the summary slowly, try to remember
the reasoning and the main points under each heading.

Select suppliers
Which suppliers are available?
Which suppliers are the best?
-

assortment of goods
regular supply
services
prices

Decide ordering int ervals
Short periods mean better economy, but ordering costs
must be considered.
Fixed days for ordering.

Fix re-order levels
Decide "minimum safe stock levels".

Techniques for orderin g
Find out the actual stock of each item.
Calculate quantity required, if any.
Translate this quantity into a number of bulk packages.
Increase orders to meet occasionally increased demands.
Be careful not to replace out-of-stock goods by items
which are normally not included in the stock range.

To prove to yourself that you have fully
understood this Element, you should now
go through the following questions.
Mark what you think is the right answer
to each question. If you have problems
with a particular question, go back and
read the corresponding chapter again.
Your teacher will later check your
answers.

Which is a good reason for shorter intervals between
order_ days?
a
b
c

Quantity discounts keep costs down.
Transport problems are avoided.
Less money is needed for investment in stocks.

To order smaller quantities of each commodity at a time
could lead to increased sales. Why?
a
b
c

Prices can be kept on a higher level.
The available capital can be used for a wider
assortment of goods.
Some of the available capital can be placed in a
savings account.

How would high transport costs possibly affect
ordering intervals?
a
b
c

Intervals should be shorter.
Intervals should be lonqer.
Transport costs should never affect intervals.

How do you calculate the quantity you need to order?
a
b
c

The
The
the
The
the

quantity is equal to the re-order level.
quantity is equal to the re-order level plus
actual stock.
quantity is equal to the re-order level minus
actual stock.

Your re-order level for tea is 80 packets. You have
36 packets in stock. There are 30 packets in a carton.
How many cartons should you order?
a
b
c

One carton
Two cartons
Three cartons

Of which goods should you keep a buffer stock to be
prepared for a supply shortage?
a
b
c

All foodstuffs
Essential goods for which there are no substitutes
Goods which are not sold by your competitors

What document should you use when preparing an order,
to be sure not to forget anything?
a
b
c

A list of the complete assortment
A copy of the previous order
The stock control register

Which information should be included in the stock list
to make the orderina easier?
a
b
c

Last year's average sales
Trade margins and mark-ups
Re-order levels and bulk quantities

How should the re-order level be adjusted if a commodity
runs out of stock?
a
b
c

The re-order level should be increased.
The re-order level should be decreased.
The re-order level should never be changed.

What should you do to make the stock check easy?
a
b
c

Keep most of the goods in opened cartons.
Keep a special register.
Keep a well-arranged and tidy display.

Which is the best information to help you decide order
quantities for seasonal goods?
a
b
c

The stock control register
The wholesaler's advice
Your own notes about last season's sales

What is the best alternative, in most cases, when a
commodity is out of stock at the wholesaler?
a
b
c

Make sure you have enough stock of other similar
goods which are usually sold in the shop.
Order a new article that possibly could replace
the missing one.
order anything else so that the shop is always
full of goods.

Practical Group Assign ments in a Shop
1

Fixing re -orde r level s
a

Interview the manager and the sales staff of a shop
in order to find out the average weekly sales volume
( Compare, if necessary, with
for 10 common articles.
invoices, orders, etc.)

b

Based on the interviews and the actual ordering intervals and delivery times, calculate the re-order
levels for the 10 articles.

c

Compare your re-order level figures with the figures
on which the manager is actually basing his orders.
In case of large differences, discuss possible reasons with the manager.

2

Improving the ordering syste m
Study the ordering system of a selected shop in the
following way:
a

Interview the manager. Note the ordering intervals,
ordering procedures, delivery times, etc. for all the
suppliers used.

b

Find out what technique is used to decide the re-order
levels and the order quantities. Find out which goods
were out of stock and how frequently.

c

Study the actual stock of goods in the shop. Compare
with your notes and look for articles which seem to
have been ordered in too large or too small quantities.

d

Look for possible "slow-movers" in the stock and interview the staff about the sales of these articles.

e

Work out a joint report on your findings and recommend
actions to be taken in order to improve the ordering
system of the shop.

